Digital Media Systems from

Experience the future of music.
Imagine the ultimate entertainment experience. All your
treasured music at your fingertips. Simply touch, and
instantly enjoy your digital media in living colour and pristine
audio fidelity. Play a song that brings back a memory.
Introduce a friend to something new. Set the stage for
a perfect evening.

Enjoyment and Discovery.
LPs gave us big, beautiful artwork. CDs gave us digital clarity.
Computers gave us massive storage. Meridian gives you all these
and more. Music shouldn’t be hidden away: it represents the
treasured moments of your life. A Meridian Digital Media System
puts all these treasures at your fingertips, where they belong.

Simplicity and Elegance.
At last, a digital media system designed without compromise to
offer effortless setup, automatic backup, and flawless performance.
With Meridian you can rest assured that your music
is only a touch away – so you can simply enjoy it.

Power and Performance.
For over 35 years, Meridian has employed powerful technology
to deliver unparalleled performance and elegant simplicity.
Continuing that tradition, Meridian Digital Media Systems faithfully
deliver your digital media bit-for-bit, always true to the source.
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Simplicity without compromise.
Meridian Digital Media Systems embody everything you value about
music, instantly accessed via the world’s most advanced touchscreen interface. Your collection becomes easy to manage, with
intuitive simplicity and exceptional speed. It’s designed with a deep
understanding of music, and delivers an experience that reflects the
unique value your music library holds for you.
From any room in your home; on portable devices, computers, or even
via the web across the world, your Meridian Digital Media System lets
you access, browse and play your library at any time. And you can tune
in to Internet Radio and Rhapsody* services simply and easily.
A Meridian Digital Media System is just that – a system. Select just the
components you need to give you centralised storage, browsing and
playback of your digital library wherever you need it.
Meridian systems grow with you. When needs change or there are
new options in the ever-developing world of digital media, expansion is
simply a matter of adding another component to your network.
Meridian Digital Media Systems form the next step in the Meridian
tradition of delivering state-of-the-art audio and home entertainment
systems: pristine lossless audio quality; an incredible user interface;
and a modular, expandable system, designed to suit your needs.

*Rhapsody is currently available in the US only.

Meridian offers the most fun, intuitive, and
exciting way to access your music.
Meridian brings your library to life.
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The rich visual experience and fast, responsive touch-screen software allow
you to capture instantaneously all the things you enjoy most about music.

Meridian Digital Media System components
connect to your home network and discover
one another automatically for simple set-up
and optimum performance.
Media Core 200 is a
complete, compact, fanless
Meridian Digital Media
System: just add the
controller of your choice
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High fidelity – even higher praise.
“A complete reinvention of how we relate to music” – stereophile
“Arguably the most intuitive and rewarding piece of audio
technology ever conceived” – esquire
“ The system gave us a musical epiphany…
it’s sheer genius” – what hi fi
“ [Its] ability to instantly sort through your library and present
to you exactly the music you might want to hear at any particular
moment borders on the magical…” – the absolute sound
Core Control App for iPad lets you
take control of your Meridian Digital
Media System from anywhere on your
network. Control one or many zones with
its intuitive interface and access all the
features of your Meridian system with
the touch of a finger.
iPad is a trademark of Apple Inc, registered
in the United States and other countries.
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